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ABSTRACT 
 
Past presented papers have discussed the integration efforts of incorporating Central Test & 
Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) sponsored Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation 
(JAMI) components (namely the JAMI TSPI Unit-JTU), Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) parts 
(e.g. ARTM Tier I SO-QPSK Transmitter, Encryptor and Thermal Battery), and in-house 
developed devices (such as PCM Encoder and Dual Band Antenna) into a five-inch diameter 
Missile Telemetry (TM) Section.  A prototype of this TM Section has been built up and 
integrated into an All Up Round (AUR) Missile and twice flown as a Captive Carried Test 
Missile (CTM) on an F/A-18 jet with great success.  This TM Section is in the process of 
undergoing flight qualification testing (including environmental and electro-magnetic 
interference-EMI tests).  After which it will be ready for mass production.  This paper will detail 
these current efforts.  In addition, the effort to upgrade some Navy and Air Force Test Ranges 
(with JAMI Ground Stations and Decommutators/Demodulators) to track and gather data from 
this Missile containing the new TM section will be discussed.  Future plans to incorporate Flight 
Termination System (FTS) capabilities into the TM section will be covered as well. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
JAMI is a Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) sponsored by the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense (OSD).  CTEIP’s main charter is to develop Proof-of-Concept products 
that can eventually be transitioned to the field.  JAMI is tasked with developing a suite of GPS 
and FTS components which are approved for use in weapons system currently fielded.  The list 
of components includes GPS based devices for Time, Space, & Position Information (TSPI); 
Range Safety; and End Game Scoring applications. The purpose of this TM development effort 



is to demonstrate the use of all of these capabilities in a single package for a small diameter 
missile that can be tracked on a Government Missile Test Range.      
 
Initially, this enhanced TM section should provide all of the functionality of the current 
Telemeter, both mechanically and electrically.  In addition, it will add the GPS-based tracking 
capability for TSPI, Range Safety and possibly End Game Scoring purposes.  It must also be 
engineered to provide for the future implementation of a Flight Termination System (FTS).  
Furthermore, the TM transmitter needs to be upgraded to add frequency selection capability.  
This will be an immense time and cost saver to the Test Program, since frequency availability 
while on the Test Ranges will no longer be an issue.  If one frequency channel is occupied, the 
transmitter can be tuned to an available channel in a matter of minutes.  This transmitter will also 
have improved bandwidth efficiency with the use of Shaped Offset-Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying (SO-QPSK) modulation, allowing for the tracking of six missiles at one time in the S-
Band frequency range.  Only three missiles were capable of being simultaneously tracked with 
the existing Pulse Code Modulation/ Frequency Modulation (PCM/FM) transmitters used by the 
existing TM section.  As part of the development effort, all missile integration and ground 
support equipment will be developed for Missile AUR acceptance testing.  All of the test ranges 
supporting Missile Test Flights will have to be upgraded to support this new modulation scheme 
along with the transmission of GPS data.    
 
As mentioned in last year’s paper, a Creative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) 
has been established between NAWCWD and TECOM Industries to develop the GPS/TM dual 
band antenna.  The Agreement establishes a means for NAWCWD to transition the design of the 
antenna to TECOM for production purposes.  Under the Agreement, NAWCWD would provide 
the design expertise and TECOM would provide the manufacturing processes expertise.  Both 
parties would share in the development and design qualification duties.  After the completion of 
the CRADA, the government will have a qualified source for the procurement of these antennas.  
This antenna development is unique since the GPS low noise amplifier, limiter and filter to 
screen out TM frequencies have all been integrated into the antenna substrate.  This has been 
accomplished since there was no available space inside the cramped TM section to accommodate 
these items.    If successful, it will be the first known use of these items embedded in a missile 
instrumentation antenna. 
 
 

FLIGHT QUALIFICATION TESTING 
 
There are three main types of flight qualification testing which will be performed:  
Environmental, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Antenna.  Environmental Qual Testing 
will consist of all tests which simulates the flight environment the TM section will be exposed to 
prior to and after missile launch.  This includes, but is not limited to, High and Low 
Temperature, Humidity, Altitude, Captive Carry & Free Flight Vibration, Launch Shock, 
Acceleration and Salt Fog testing.  Four units will be tested with two units containing 
transmitters built by Quasonix Corp and two units containing NOVA Corp built transmitters.  
The plan is to qualify two vendors, so as to avoid the issue of having only a sole source of supply 
when procuring the transmitters for production TM units.  Since both transmitters have been 
already tested to MIL-STD 461E levels (and passed), only one unit will undergo full EMI 



testing.  As far as Antenna Qual Testing is concerned, some of the tests consist of High & Low 
Temperature Operation and Storage, Temperature Shock, Temperature-Altitude, Humidity, 
Vibration, Shock and Salt-Fog.  Four units will be tested with two units built by NAWCWD and 
two units provided by TECOM Industries under the CRADA mentioned above.   
 
 

PRODUCTION SUPPORT 
 
Two production locations (Raytheon-Tucson and Tyndall AFB) which take the TM sections and 
integrate them into AUR Missiles need to be upgraded as well.  These locations will perform 
Acceptance Testing on all missiles to ensure they have been assembled properly.  This involves 
the installation of JAMI Ground Stations and SO-QPSK receivers, demodulators and PCM 
decommutators similar to the Test Range Upgrade.  Since these sites are indoors, a GPS re-
radiation system is required.  An RF Test Shroud (otherwise known as an Antenna Coupler) is 
being designed to provide the re-radiated GPS signal to the Missile Antenna as well as receive 
the Missile telemetry signal and relay it to the TM Test Set.  The upgrade of both of these 
facilities should be accomplished by the beginning of Fall 2008.   

 
 

TEST RANGE UPGRADE 
 
JAMI has already installed Ground Stations at Tyndall AFB (in Florida) and Hill AFB (in Utah) 
in support of other Missile Programs.  These Ground Stations are used to process the GPS data 
being transmitted down from the various missile platforms for TSPI and Flight Termination 
purposes.  Another JAMI Ground Station has been installed at NAWCWD-China Lake and has 
supported multiple Captive Carry Flights and Live Firings.  Additional JAMI Ground Stations 
are scheduled to be installed at Eglin AFB (in Florida), Hill AFB (in Utah) and NAWCWD-Pt. 
Mugu.  Possible future locations include White Sands Missile Range (in New Mexico), Edwards 
AFB (in California) and Patuxent River (in Maryland).  All sites will also need to be retrofitted 
to support the new SO-QPSK modulation scheme. 
 
 

FUTURE FTS PLANS 
 
Due to the long length of time needed to certify an FTS system, this newly redesigned TM 
section has only telemetry and GPS capability.  However it was mentioned in the Background 
section of this paper, one of the design requirements is to provide for the future incorporation of 
a FTS system.  When the FTS design effort gets underway, only a few items need to be 
accomplished.  First, the outer shell has to be modified to accommodate the inclusion of the FTS 
Antenna.  Second of all, the Flight Termination Safe & Arm (FTS&A) devices, Flight 
Termination Receivers, FTS Battery, and the Detonation Cord/Cutter Ring will have to be 
included into the TM section.  All of them will be COTS components.  They will replace the 
ballast currently being used to simulate these actual devices inside the newly designed TM 
section.  All wiring harnesses have been designed to accommodate these items and so it is only a 
matter of replacing the simulated component with the actual ones. 
 



 
 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS 
 
All design aspects of developing an upgraded TM section have been completed.  Successful 
missile integration has been performed along with two Captive Carry Missile flights.  
Qualification testing should be completed by the summer of 2008 and production will begin 
immediately thereafter.  The FTS effort should shortly with the development of the FTS antenna 
and the qualification of the FTS battery.  It will be at least two years before the FTS version of 
the TM section will go into production.   
 
 




